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World Economy 
 
The latest Fed minutes cast some doubt on the rate hike expected next month, 
because of inflation remaining so low. The US economy has had its second-longest 
economic expansion since the mid-1800s. At this stage the Fed is unsure whether 
the low inflation is a structural issue or a passing phase, because the economy is 
at full employment. US house prices have re-accelerated in recent months and are 
almost back to a record high. The Euro Area’s unemployment rate is at its lowest 
point in nearly nine years at 8.9%. The Chinese economy remains highly geared to 
infrastructural investment, despite the aim of the authorities to make it a more 
consumer-oriented economy. 
 
SA Economy 
S&P cut South Africa’s international credit rating one notch from BB+, already sub-
investment grade to BB. And its local current credit rating one notch from BBB-, 
investment grade, to BB+, sub-investment grade, also referred to as “junk status”. 
Moody’s decided to keep the country’s credit rating on hold at Baa3 which means 
that for now at least South Africa remains at investment grade, although “with a 
view to downgrade.” S&P’s downgrade means our local bonds fall out of the 
Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index (0.18% weighting), implying about $1.5bn 
of index passive selling, or about R21bn. The fact that Moodys has kept our rating 
at investment grade for the time being (next 90 days) means our local bonds 
remain in the larger Citi World Government Bond Index (+0.42% weighting), 
which represents about R70-R100bn. The leadership change in Zimbabwe is 
certainly a potential positive for SA. SA consumer inflation fell to 4.8%y/y in 
October 2017, in-line with expectations. SA Reserve Bank decided to leave the 
Repo rate unchanged at 6.75%, as expected. South Africa's seasonally adjusted 
Absa Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) rose in November to its highest level in 
six months as business activity improved further, a survey showed. Statistics 
released by the Department of Trade and industry showed new-vehicle sales is up 
7.2% compared with November last year. 
 
Trends and Opportunities 

 The FED is expected to postpone the US interest rate increase due to the 
low inflation. 

 A downgrade by Moodys is expected early next year. 
 A change in Repo rate is not expected soon. 

“Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source of learning” -   Bill Gates 
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